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The problem of constructing phylogenetic trees is addressed from the point of view of bioinfor-
matics, emphasizing their relation with multiple sequence alignments and presenting methods to
solve both problems. A C++ implementation of some algorithms was developed and applied to real
nucleotide data downloaded from GenBank. By these means the phylogenetic tree of the Hominidae
family is recovered with some minor errors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Biology experimented a revolution in the middle of the
past century starting with the discovery of the structure
of DNA in 1953 by Watson and Crick, and followed by
great technical achievements, for instance the sequencing
of the first complete genome in 1976. Nowadays exten-
sive genetic information is freely available online from
GenBank1, and the main problem is how to treat data
in order to obtain relevant results. Work has been done
in this field in the last decades, resulting in the appear-
ance of a new discipline, i.e. bioinformatics, that aims at
using computation in order to extract information from
molecular biological data.
The study of evolution has been an important field
since the appearance of Darwin’s theory in 1859. Al-
though comparative anatomy has been the main tool of
evolutionary biology during a long period bioinformat-
ics has changed completely this methodology. Nowadays
species are no longer classified in terms of their anatomic
characteristics but in terms of their genetic material,
which has resulted in the concept of phylogenetic trees,
i.e. evolutionary trees build in terms of genetic similarity.
However, comparing the whole genome of species is still
not possible, so shorter fragments must be used. Mito-
chondrial DNA is widely used in phylogenetics because it
is shorter and more stable than a complete genome, and
it has been determined from many species, even extincted
ones.
In this paper, the methods for building phylogenetic
trees based on bioinformatics will be reviewed. In order
to do so multiple sequence alignments (msa) must be
analyzed in detail and their link with phylogenetics must
be stressed.
The structure of the manuscript is the following: in
section II the concept of pairwise alignment is defined
and generalized to include multiple sequences. In section
III the main algorithms to find alignments and phyloge-
netic trees are presented, i.e. Needleman and Wunsch
algorithm for pairwise alignment, progressive alignment
for msa, the Jukes-Cantor model for constructing dis-
tance matrices and upgma and neighbor joining for phy-
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logenetic tree building. Moreover, the implementation in
C++ of these methods is summarized. In section IV the
results obtained applying the code to genetic data from
the Hominidae family are shown and discussed. Finally
in section V conclusions are outlined briefly.
II. ALIGNMENTS. GENERALITIES
The first problem that arises when dealing with genetic
sequences of different species is how to compare them. It
is known that the origin of genetic diversity are muta-
tions, that can take the form of substitution, deletion or
insertion of base pairs. An alignment is a way of arrang-
ing the sequences of nucleotides or amino acids to identify
regions of similarity that may be a consequence of func-
tional, structural, or evolutionary relationships between
the sequences2.
We are going to discuss only nucleotide sequences, that
can be thought as vectors of characters a, c, g, t. Given
two sequences that can be of different lengths, an align-
ment of them is an array which two rows are strings of the
same length with gaps in some positions, with the condi-
tions that one column cannot contain two gaps and when
removing the gaps the original strings must be recovered.
Given the sequences aggtactatccagtca and atgctagattaat-
gcaaggca a pairwise alignment that follows the previous
conditions can be, for instance
ag g tact at c ca g t ca
a t g ctag a t taatg caaggca
(1)
Given two sequences many alignments fulfill the previ-
ous definition, so scoring functions are needed to define
which is the best. A scoring function takes two argu-
ments that can be characters representing nucleotides or
gaps and it returns a real number. For DNA sequences it
is customary to use the scoring function in table I: when
both arguments are equal it is a match and the score is
one; when the arguments are different it is a mismatch
and the score is −µ; finally if one of the arguments is
a gap it is an indel and the score is −σ. Although in
this work it is assumed the most simple situation with
µ = σ = 1, there exists more advanced techniques, for
instance using distinct penalties for opening a gap or ex-
tending it.
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δ a c g t -
a 1 -µ -µ -µ -σ
c -µ 1 -µ -µ -σ
g -µ -µ 1 -µ -σ
t -µ -µ -µ 1 -σ
- -σ -σ -σ -σ ×
TABLE I. Example of the simplest scoring function used in
nucleotide alignments. In this work it is assumed µ = σ = 1.
When a scoring function is selected the total score of
the alignment is defined as the sum of the score of all
sites. Namely, if the alignment array is 2×l and its rows
are s′1j and s
′







A generalization of the previous score is needed if the
alignment consists on N sequences arranged in the array
s′ij of the multiple sequence alignment. The sum of pairs













The pairwise alignment problem consists on finding the
optimal position of the gaps in order to maximize the
score Spw, while the multiple sequence alignment prob-
lem maximizes SSP . Although the formulation of both
problems is very similar, the methods to solve them are
significantly different, as will be seen in section III A.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The algorithms used in this work will be described in
this section, starting with techniques for pairwise and
multiple sequence alignment, and then presenting tree-
building algorithms.
A. Alignment techniques
One approach to solve the pairwise alignment problem
is the Needleman and Wunsch algorithm3, that reformu-
lates it in terms of a directed acyclic graph (dag), and
finding its longest path is equivalent to solve the original
problem. A dynamic programming algorithm is applied
to the dag so the alignment can be determined with com-
putational complexity O(l2). This cost is not prohibitive
for most purposes with the current hardware of personal
computers.
In principle the multiple sequence alignment problem
could be solved with Needleman and Wunsch algorithm,
but the computational complexity would be of O(2nln),
which restrict the application of the exact algorithm to
only few short sequences. The problem has been shown
to be NP-complete4, which roughly implies that an ef-
ficient algorithm to solve it can not be found. This has
derived to the use of approximate or heuristic approaches
to find msa, that make a trade-off between accuracy and
efficiency.
Progressive multiple alignment is one of the alogrithms
that solves the previous problem approximately. The
main idea is that in the alignment of species with close
phylogenetic relation few gaps need to be introduced,
so these alignments are “better” than the ones rendered
with distant species. This suggests that a possible strat-
egy to msa could be to pairwise align first the close se-
quences and then progressively “align this alignments”
starting from closer to more distant groups of species.
Progressive alignment warranties that at least the align-
ment of close species is carried properly, but convergence
to the optimal solution may not be reached.
A more formal description of the algorithm is the fol-
lowing: if the phylogenetic tree of the species is known
the sequences can be progressively aligned following its
topology starting from leaves and arriving to the root.
The phylogenetic tree previously used is called guiding
tree, and can be obtained from a distance matrix method
(see section III B). Most times a pairwise alignment of
two arrays of multiple sequences must be done, and this
is accomplished using Needleman and Wunsch algorithm
maximizing SP-score of them. Using this approach the
complexity of the algorithm is approximately O(2nl2)
which is again a reasonable cost for most purposes.
B. Distance-based tree-building methods
In the previous section the relation between phy-
logenetic trees and multiple sequence alignments was
glimpsed when a guide tree was used to find an approx-
imate msa, but this link is tighter. A multiple align-
ment somehow displays genetic information in such a way
that the evolution process that resulted in the studied se-
quences can be determined easily. In fact, if two rows of a
msa are almost identical they correspond to close species
but if there are a lot of mismatches then they correspond
to distant species.
When discussing the alignment of sequences scoring
was used as a measure of the similarity between them.
However, in phylogenetics it is more useful the use of
distances, being the simplest one the p-distance, which
is defined as the rate between the total number of mis-









, p(a, b) =
{
1 if a 6= b
0 if a = b
(4)
where a and b can be characters or gaps. The p-distance
is purely mathematical and do not make any biological
assumption. More advanced distances use a model of evo-
lution of DNA, being the simplest one the Jukes-Cantor
3
model, which assumes a constant mutation rate for all
base pairs and possibility of multiple mutations in one









that for small distances (p ∼ 0) is equal to the p-distance,
because it is unlikely that multiple mutations take place
in the same site.
Assume that multiple sequences of different species are
known, from what has been presented so far, species i and
j could be pairwise aligned and the distance dij between
them could be computed with Jukes-Cantor model. If
this was done for all pairs, a matrix would be created
that can be used in order to build phylogenetic trees,
with the so called distance matrix methods.
The simplest algorithm to do so is upgma6, that it-
eratively clusters the closest two elements. When a new
element C is created from C1 and C2, the distance matrix
is updated putting7
d(C,C∗) = 0.5 d(C1, C
∗) + 0.5 d(C2, C
∗). (6)
where C∗ is any other element. The principal drawback
of this approach is the fact that all branches have the
same length, so it is only valid under the assumption of
constant evolution rate for all species.
The distance method used in most situations is
neighbor-joining8, that clusters elements following a
trade-off between minimizing the distance between them
and maximizing the distances with the other elements.
Once a new element is created, formula (6) is used to
update the distance matrix. It has been shown that
neighbor-joining produces trees that minimizes evolution
under some particular circumstances9. This method pro-
duces unrooted trees, that can be rooted by means of the
mid-point rule, which locates the root in the mid-point of
the longest path of the tree, or with the outgroup method
that assumes one of the species is the most distant to
the others and the root is positioned to obtain a tree
consistent with this hypothesis.
C. Implementation
Most scientists use Python with extra modules for
bioinformatics research; however a high level language
is not useful when the functions need to be programmed
from scratch, because then they are significantly slower.
With the use of a compiled language such as C++ this is no
longer a problem, but advanced features such as object
orientation can still be used. In order to derive the results
of section IV a C++ code was developed and it has been
shared under a free license in Github10. It can be split
into three main blocks: the first is responsible for generat-
ing a pairwise alignment of two arrays of sequences using
the Needleman and Wunsch algorithm and SP-scoring
function, and can return the Jukes-Cantor distance be-
tween two species; the second builds phylogenetic trees
Specie GB Code Specie GB Code
European Human X90314 Chimp. schweinfurthii AF176722
German neanderthal AF011222 Chimp. troglodytes AF176766
Russian neanderthal AF254446 Chimp. vellerosus AF315498
East. lowland gorilla AF050738 Chimp. verus AF176731
East. mountain gorilla AF089820 Orangutan jari AF451964
West. lowland gorilla AY079510 Orangutan puti AF451972
TABLE II. Names of the species used to demonstrate the al-
gorithms reviewed in the work. The Genbank code of the
original mitochondrial D-loop sequences is included for fur-
ther reference; however, this sequences were modified in or-
der to a assert that they corresponded to the same region of
DNA.
with either upgma or neighbor-joining using a distance
matrix that is automatically generated if the input is
an array of all sequences; finally the third progressively
aligns multiple sequences with the help of a guide tree
that is created with the previous algorithms.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The main algorithms presented in this work were ap-
plied to twelve sequences from species of the Hominidae
(also known as great apes) family formed by humans,
chimpanzees, gorillas and orangutans. A particular frag-
ment of the mitochondrial D-loop was selected as the
comparing region, because it has been shown that D-
loop nucleotides may be useful in studies of phylogeny in
vertebrates11. The considered species are listed in table
II together with their reference code in Genbank1.
The genetic data was used to build a guiding tree from
which a multiple alignment was generated. This msa re-
vealed that the sequences from table II do not represent
exactly the same segment of the D-loop, but some of them
contained extra nucleotides at the beginning or end. This
incorrect regions could be easily removed from the orig-
inal sequences comparing with the multiple alignment.
The whole procedure was repeated with the corrected
sequences and a new msa was generated which clearly
corresponded to an alignment of analogous sites of the
DNA, as can be seen in figure 1.
Once the sequences had been corrected the phyloge-
netic trees were rebuild with upgma and neighbor-joining
methods, exported to Newick format and printed using
the Biopython package. The obtained results can be seen
in figure 2, and it can be observed that the topology of
both trees is the same, but different to the correct one, in
which the branches of the orangutans and gorillas would
be swapped. It is worth noting that close species are clus-
tered correctly and errors begin to appear when joining
distant species, which is a very frequent phenomena in
phylogenetics. As the topology of both trees is the same
the msa does not depend on the chosen guide tree, but
it may not be the case in other situations.
The correct topology could be obtained with neighbor-
joining if the outgroup method was used assuming the
orangutans were the most distant species. However, with
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FIG. 1. First 160 nucleotides of the multiple sequence alignment obtained with a progressive method with SP-scoring and the
upgma guiding tree of figure 2 (a).














































FIG. 2. A matrix dij with all pairwise distances was generated with Needleman and Wunsch algorithm with Jukes-Cantor
distance, and used to generate the trees (a) with upgma algorithm and (b) with neighbor-joining and mid-point rooting. The
genetic data is the listed in table II but with the needed modifications to assure that the same sites of the mitochondrial D-loop
were compared.
the used data there was not any reasonable argument to
make this assumption so this procedure was not carried
out. A fast look at the msa made it apparent that in
this specific region of the D-loop the most distant species
were gorillas; this indicated that a more extensive region
on DNA should be probably used in order to recover the
correct tree. Another possibility was that a better tree
building method such as maximum parsimony, which has
not been presented, could find the correct tree. However
this hypothesis has not been tested in this work.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This work has shown that genetic information is a pow-
erful tool for phylogenetic studies, and that the adequate
methods can generate useful information that can be used
in multiple fields of biology. The bottleneck in the devel-
opment of more advanced techniques is the lack of effi-
cient algorithms to solve the problems, so a huge field of
research is open for mathematicians and computing sci-
entists, who should find novel approaches that supersede
the current ones. However, the example at the end of the
paper has also shown that it is fundamental not to for-
get the biological expectations and that it is important
to know that incorrect results may be obtained so they
need to be contrasted properly.
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